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�Multi-Criteria Decision Aiding (MCDA)

From interpretability...

• Axiomatized MCDA models claim "interpretability", but they are
hardly intelligible by themselves;
• MCDA is structurally a "human in the loop" methodology and

process. The Decision Maker’s grasp of the stakes is crucial;
• Existing explanation frameworks, designed to complement

Decision Support Systems non-specifically MCDA, are too
lightweight.
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Contributions
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ä Problem statement

PI : a set of pairwise preference statements
Model : any satisfying Pareto, Transitivity and Cancellation axioms, e.g.
• any particular Additive Value model, i.e. x % y ⇐⇒

∑
Vi(xi) ≥

∑
Vi(yi)

• x is necessarily preferred to y i� V (x) ≥ V (y) for every possible
Additive Value model correctly representing the PI.

Recommendation : a preference statement x % y

ä Proposed explanation

A sequence of options x = e0 % e1 % · · · % en−1 % en = y
• establishing the preference of x over y (transitivity)
• two adjacent options di�er only on 1 (dominance) or 2 (trade-o�) criteria

ä Results and Challenges

Existence ? Bound on sequence length ? Computation ?
• Necessary Preference + binary PI : Explanations have a term-by-term

structure. E�icient algorithm for existence and actual computation.
Explanations can be kept short. Proofs use PL/duality, and graph/flows
techniques.
• general case : Open issues. We provide an example where there is no upper

bound on the length of the shortest possible explanations

� Accountable Classification without frontiers,

DA2PL’16, submitted

ä Design principles favoring Accountability
No jargon. No values. No frontiers. No compensation. No inference.
• an object can not outrank any object assigned to a strictly be�er class;
• an object outranks objects assigned to a strictly worse class;

ä Implementation

• the model observes every pair of reference objects not assigned to the same
class
• it learns sets of su�icient, insu�icient, or undecided coalitions of criteria, ac-

counting for monotonicity
• for a given candidate, it recommends every possible assignment not contra-

dicting its principles
• it explains its recommendation with supporting statements instantiating

specified argument schemes

Object a b c d Assignment
A1 A A 2.5 False ???
A2 A B 2.1 True ???
B1 B B 1.3 True ??
B2 A C 3.7 False ??
C1 B C 1.6 True ?
C2 C C 4.1 False ?

Z1 B B 1.1 False ?
Z2 B A 1.8 False ??
Z3 A B 1.2 False ???

−→
??? ?? ? ? ? ?
A1 A2 B1 B2 C1 C2 Z1 Z2 Z3

A1 abc abd abc abd abcd abcd abcd
A2 abcd abd abc abd abcd acd abcd

B1 d bd abd abd abcd ad bcd

B2 acd ac abc abd cd acd acd

C1 d d acd bd acd acd cd

C2 cd c c bcd cd cd cd

Z1 d b (ab) bd (ab) abd

Z2 bd bc abc bd (ab) abd

Z3 (ab) (ab) (ab) abd (ab) abd

For example Z2 should at least be assigned ??, as Z2 is at least as good as B1 on every
criteria except d, and abc is established as su�icient by the comparison A1 vs C1.

... to Accountability.

• Accountability is the ability of a human decision maker to own a
recommendation made by the system and to transfer this own-
ership
• It suits MCDA be�er than mere trust, transparency, or persua-

siveness, and leads to actual implementation
• Explanations require in-depth understanding of the preference

models, and pose interesting computational challenges
• It mixes Decision Theory, Optimization techniques, and several

Artificial Intelligence approaches (e.g. knowledge representa-
tion, argumentation)

Connections to Computational Choice

• Structure : MCDA and CSC are structurally close, as Choice and Ranking mirrors Voting, and Ordinal Sorting mirrors Judgment Aggregation

• Techniques : Explaining the result of a Social Choice algorithm, or the selection of a particular procedure, could borrow techniques and insights
• Applications : Accountability is particularly needed in situations addressed simultaneously by MCDA and CSC, such as commi�ee decisions
• Complexity : designing a model behaving well w.r.t. Accountability, incorporating requirements for accountability in adversarial contexts, modelling the collective reconstruction of

explanations in a context similar to gossip,...
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